
Amish is a 1974-born, IIM (Kolkata)-educated banker-turned-
author. The success of  his debut book, The Immortals of  
Meluha (Book 1 of  the Shiva Trilogy), encouraged him to give up 
his career in financial services to focus on writing. Besides being 
an author, he is also an Indian-government diplomat, a host for a 
TV documentary series, and a film producer. 

Amish is passionate about history, mythology and philosophy, 
finding beauty and meaning in all world religions. His books have 
sold more than 6 million copies and have been translated into 
over 20 languages. His Shiva Trilogy is the fastest selling and 
his Ram Chandra Series the second fastest selling book series 
in Indian publishing history. You can connect with Amish here:

• www.facebook.com/authoramish
• www.instagram.com/authoramish
• www.twitter.com/authoramish





‘{Amish’s} writing introduces the youth to ancient value systems 
while pricking and satisfying their curiosity…’

– Sri Sri Ravi Shankar
(Spiritual Leader & Founder, Art of Living Foundation)

‘{Amish’s book is} riveting, absorbing and informative.’
– Amitabh Bachchan

(Actor & Living Legend)

‘Thoughtful and deep, Amish, more than any author, 
represents the New India.’

– Vir Sanghvi
(Senior Journalist & Columnist)

‘{Amish is} one of  the most original thinkers of  his 
generation.’

– Arnab Goswami
(Senior Journalist & MD, Republic TV)

 ‘{Amish’s} writings have generated immense curiosity about 
India’s rich past and culture.’

– Narendra Modi
(Honourable Prime Minister, India)

– Deepak Chopra
(World-renowned spiritual guru and bestselling author)

 ‘Amish’s mythical imagination mines the past and taps into 
the possibilities of the future. His book series, archetypal and 
stirring, unfolds the deepest recesses of the soul as well as our 
collective consciousness.’ 



‘Amish has a fine eye for detail and a compelling narrative 
style.’

– Dr. Shashi Tharoor
(Member of  Parliament & Author)

‘{Amish has} a deeply thoughtful mind with an 
unusual, original, and fascinating view of the past.’

– Shekhar Gupta
(Senior Journalist & Columnist)

‘To understand the New India, you need to read Amish.’
– Swapan Dasgupta

(Member of  Parliament & Senior Journalist)

‘Through all of  Amish’s books flows a current of  liberal 
progressive ideology: about gender, about caste, about 
discrimination of  any kind... He is the only Indian bestselling 
writer with true philosophical depth – his books are all backed 
by tremendous research and deep thought.’

– Sandipan Deb
(Senior Journalist & Editorial Director, Swarajya)

‘Amish’s influence goes beyond his books, his books go 
beyond literature, his literature is steeped in philosophy, which 
is anchored in bhakti, which powers his love for India.’

– Gautam Chikermane
(Senior Journalist & Author)

‘Amish is a literary phenomenon.’
– Anil Dharker

(Senior Journalist & Author)

gripping and unputdownable.’ 
– BBC

‘{Amish’s writing is} a fine blend of history and myth...
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The acknowledgments written below were composed when the book was 
published in 2017. I must also acknowledge those that are publishing this 
edition of  Sita-Warrior of  Mithila. The team at HarperCollins: Swati, 
Shabnam, Akriti, Gokul, Vikas, Rahul, and Udayan, led by the brilliant 
Ananth. Looking forward to this new journey with them.
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